
Year 3 History -Stone Age to Iron Age Knowledge Organiser     Golden Thread: Communication 

Objectives and Sticky Knowledge 
Previous Knowledge Recap:
Links with Year 2 Place knowledge of the UK as can look at where Stone Hendge and Skara Brae are located.
Links to chronology where an event or events that happened long ago, even before their grandparents were born.

Land Objectives and Sticky Knowledge: 

Links with ‘Communication’ Golden Thread: Links with CST and CKA Values Crown:

To know how Britain was during the Stone 
Age 

To know how people in Britain lived 
during the Bronze Age 

To know how people in Britain lived in the 
Iron Age.

Know the main differences between the 
stone, bronze and iron ages

*To know the time period of the Stone Age 

*To know that people were hunter gathers 
and lived mostly in caves. 

*To know what they used the animals for 
e.g. shelters, food, jewellery. 

*To know they used stone to make key 
objects such as weapons and tools

*Skara Brae is a village that discovered in 
the Orkney Islands  

*To know that the people discovered 
bronze and found this better than stone in 
some aspects such as weaponry and tools

*To know that people lived in roundhouses 
and what they consisted of- 1 room, 
thatched roof, covered with mud.

*To know that people began to live in 
communities and began to farm for crops 
and animals. 

*To know that people discovered iron and 
began to use this instead of stone and bronze 
but now made more decorative pieces such as 
tiles etc to go in their homes. 

*To know what a druid is and their role is in 
an iron age tribe (priests of the Celts)

*Look at key artefacts form each age and 
children are to categorise these and suggest 
why they have put them in each age. 

*Look at the timeline for Stone Age to Iron 
Age



Year 3 Stone Age to Iron Age Knowledge Organiser

Stonehenge
A famous Stone Age monument in Wiltshire.

Skara Brae
The archaeological site found on the Orkney Islands in Scotland. 
It is a Stone Age village that has been well preserved.

Sky Objectives: 
1. Identify and sort objects from the Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age 

and Ancient Greece 
2. Know and understand the key events in the life of Aristotle 
3. Begin to appreciate different ages in history in order from the Stone 
Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age and Ancient Greece
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